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ABSTRACT
The zero-range formulation of the DWBA theory for deuteron 
stripping has been used to describe qualitatively the j-dependence 
of several £ = 1 transitions in 50j52Cr(d,p) reactions at 7.5 and 
8.0 MeV deuteron bombarding energy. This description required a 
different deuteron potential from that obtained by fitting elastic 
scattering data implying that the DWBA theory is not strictly 
valid. The transition to the 1.895 MeV level in 51Cr was found 
to violate the j-dependence rule of Lee and Schiffer. The effect 
of possible tensor forces in the deuteron-nucleus interaction on 
similar calculations has been studied for £ = 1 transitions in the 
40 Ca(d,p)41Ca reaction leading to the 2.47 MeV ( H -) and 3.95 
MeV (H~) levels. In particular the j-dependence of the cross 
sections and vector analysing powers has been investigated. The 
D-state of the deuteron has been included in an exact finite-range 
treatment using a soft core neutron-proton potential and the 
corresponding deuteron bound-state wave function of Reid. The 
effect of the D-state upon the j-dependence of the differential 
cross sections and the corresponding vector and tensor analysing 
powers has been investigated for £ = 1 transitions in 52Cr(d,p),
40Ca(d,p) and 160(p,d)150 reactions.
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1INTRODUCTION
In recent years the Distorted Wave Born Approximation 
(DWBA) theory (see for example the bibliography and references 
given by Tobocman^') ) has been widely used in the analysis of 
neutron transfer reactions initiated by low energy deuterons or 
protons. The formulations of this theory usually involve the 
so called "zero-range (ZR) approximation" and assume a purely 
S-state deuteron. This thesis discusses some DWBA optical 
model (OM) analyses with and without these two approximations.
The ZR form of the DWBA theory has been repeated in detail 
in section 1.2 as a prelude to the full finite—range (FR) treat­
ment of section 1.3 which also includes the deuteron D-state. 
Calculations based on this formulation are discussed in chapter 4.
In chapter 2 a theoretical study was carried out of an 
empirically observed phenomenon which has been termed 
"j-dependence" (see section 2.1), and an attempt was made to 
evaluate the usefulness of a DWBA analysis in its description.
2It has been shown ) that there are three possible tensor 
terms which may be included in the deuteron-nucleus OM potential. 
The effect of two of these tensor terms was investigated in 
chapter 3 and calculations have been performed for some typical 
examples of A = 1 transitions in a (d,p) reaction on a 2p-shell
nucleus.
2CHAPTER 1
THEORY OF DWBA FOR (d,p) REACTIONS 
1.1 Introduction
3The usual DW amplitude ) for a (d,p) reaction contains the
factor D(r,) = V (rJitjCr,) which is the product of the neutron-
proton potential and the internal wave function of the deuteron.
In previous calculations two approximations have generally been
made: (i) is assumed to be entirely S-state and (ii) D(r^) is
replaced by D06(r^), the so called "zero-range approximation".
4-6In a few cases “) the second approximation has been relaxed with
D(r^) set equal to a "finite-range function", usually of a Gaussian
form, D^exp(-r^/Rg), with and R^ adjusted so that the Fourier
transform of D(r^) has the same zero and small momentum components
as the ZR form factor for a suitably normalized deuteron wave
function (e.g. Hulthen wave function). The introduction of a FR
form factor requires the evaluation of six-dimensional integrals
compared with the three-dimensional integrals of the ZR calcul-
7-9ations. Consequently, several authors ) have proposed an 
approximate treatment of FR effects, the "local energy approxim­
ation" , which involves only a simple radial correction factor in 
the usual ZR formalism. The accuracy of this approximation has 
been verified by comparison with exact (Gaussian form factor) FR 
calculations for the differential cross sections. Using a
3similar FR approximation, the D-state of the deuteron has been
included in DW calculations by Johnson and Santos"^5^ )  and was
found to have a large effect on the angular distributions for
12 13orbital angular momentum transfers of £ = 3. Pearson s' ) uses a 
similar approximate treatment to include the D-state in the 
"weakly bound particle" model. Apart from these studies, the 
D-state has been neglected in all previous calculations.
Section 1.3 presents a formulation of the DWBA theory for
(d,p) reactions which gives an exact account of the deuteron
D-state. This treatment is "exact" in the sense that FR DWBA
calculations were then performed using a deuteron bound-state
14solution of Reid ). However possible distortion of this wave 
function in the vicinity of the nuclear surface and subsequent 
deuteron break-up were ignored.
15Prior to the full FR treatment, the well known ZR result ) 
is derived in the next section.
1.2 Zero-range formulation
This section presents a formulation of the ZR DWBA theory 
of deuteron induced stripping reactions. The following defini­
tions are used:
i) r  ^is the separation distance of the centres-of-mass of 
particles a and b,
ii) ß  ^are the angular coordinates of r
iii) rc and are the "internal" coordinates (corresponding to
4i) and ii) ) of particle c, 
ma MAiv) M A = -------  is the reduced mass for particles a, A,
^  Ma + m A a
v) I is the spin (with component p^) of particle c.
The DWBA transition amplitude for the reaction T(d,p)R is 
given by^)(see also ref.'*“ 5^ )  )
1 (r* ) <j>t (rp ,pD) V (r,) T (r, , y,)p pR ,Mp YR —R KR np —d —d —dT rd
. 4>T (rT ,yT )drRdr^R (1.1)
1 (r’ ,tt-0su ) is related to the elastic scattering wave p pR 5^p
function which itself is a solution of a homogeneous differential
equation for the asymptotic condition (in the absence of Coulomb
effects) of a plane wave plus an outgoing spherical wave (see Mott 
18and Massey' ) ). Henceforward, for the sake of simplicity, the 
prime on the coordinate r ’^ R is omitted.
V is the neutron-proton interaction, assumed here to be a np
central, spin-independent potential. The wave function 
1 (r, ,r jm ,p ,) can be factorized into two terms: a function d>,(r,)
representing the radial and angular parts of the internal deuteron 
wave function for the ground state, neglecting the D-state 
component, and (r^R ) representing the elastic scattering wave 
function for an incident beam of deuterons in a spin state p^ 
scattered by a spin-dependent optical potential, i.e.
R(PdyT-ypyR) = pR2ifh:
5Y(- d 5-dT ’yd^ “ ^ d ^ ^ d ^ - d T ’^ d^
and satisfies the appropriate asymptotic condition (see eqn.
( 1 . 12 ) ) .
Assuming that the optical potentials in both channels have 
spin-orbit terms, the proton and deuteron distorted waves may be 
written explicity a s ^
-L M
T (r R}Tf-0 5y ) = I 4iri P YTP (ftv ) C(L ,M y M +y )
p pK p J L M
P P P
Lp k ' P ‘ P'  P' P P ' P
M + y -yfy C (L H J  ,M +y -y'y'M +y ) Y P P p (ß D ) . I t P P P P P P P P L pR
RJ L <rpR>X ^  
P P '2
(1.2)
and
'i,<'-d’-dT,Md'> 1V t f  T Tt , M ^  V H /  C(Ld1Jd ’V d Md+VJ j Li L jivi j a dd d d d
y 1
c ( l ’ 1 J , , M + y , - y ’ y ’M + y )  d d d d d d d  d
M +y - y '
YL' (^dT} RJ LdL'("dT)Xid d d d
yd (1.3)
where C(j1j2j3 , m 1m2m3 ) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient as
19defined by Rose ). For the proton, ft. refers to the momentum
p *along the outgoing direction, is the total angular momentum 
with component + y^ and the orbital angular momentum. For
6the deuteron, ß, refers to the momentum k along the incomingK j  — Qa
direction, is the total angular momentum with component + y^
T
and and the incoming and outgoing orbital angular momenta
respectively. Rj ^ (r and Rj ^ L'^rdT^ are GOrresP°nding
p p P d d d
radial wave functions, and the symbols Y and x > as usual, represent
angle and spin functions. In eqn.(l.l) <J> (ri^ ,, y ) is the internal
wave function for the ground state of the target (or core) and
that for the residual nucleus, cpD (rD ,yD ) may be written asK —R K
<^ R(- R ,yR ) ' ^R(-T 5-nT,yR )
This wave function is expressed as a sum over the various states
of the captured neutron about the target nucleus core. If the
2 0 * ."reduced width amplitude" ) 0. is a measure of the probabilityJ ^
of capturing the neutron into a particular state of orbital 
angular momentum £ (component m) and total angular momentum j, 
then
I*^r  ^—t s —jit5^ r  ^ = c(irpjiR ,yT y^uR)j £m TJ R’^ T
C U ‘/2j,m V j )ejÄuj»(l,nT>
* 4>T(£T >yT) (1.4)
where y_. = y^ - y^, and u ^ ( r nT) is the radial part of the neutron 
bound-state wave function. Substituting eqn.(1.4) into (1.1), 
the integral over r^ can be replaced by integrals over r^ and r ^ .
7If
<t>T (rT ,uT )<f>T (rT ,yT )drT = 1
then eqn.(l.l) becomes:
IU ydyT+ypyR') MpR I ~l *
2ttTi2 j*m 1 C(ITjlR,yTPj’JR )
y . -mt
• C U h  j y . -m y . ) x ii1 3 J
m <'
'i,p (rpR,7T"0s]Jp )uj£(rnT)YÄ(^nT)
.V (r,) Y(r , ,r ,y ,)dr m dr „ np —d —d —dT d —nT —pR (1*5)
The expansions (1.2) and (1.3) may then be substituted into 
eqn.(1.5). Noting that
then
Pi y _ y^  mx, = i Cdiill.p H u’)xi Xi y isv n p
y'+ u
"2x T  XI? =«2 yp ’ h
y.-mt y ’-y’
v ,] Y,d p . 6
X '2 X h
and m = y . +y’-y’ 3 P d
Consequently the elements of the transition matrix are
given by
8R( Pd MT- p p y R) pR
r L -L  - £
L ( 4 tt ) 2 i  d P 9*
2 ttTl J , J  L . L ' L  j £ d p d d p J
M ,M y ' y '  d p d p
M M ft
YLp ( ^ k } y l c a Tj i R , y y . y R )
p p d d J
C U ^ j . y . + y p y ^  y ^ - y ^  y . )  C ( V ' 2 l , y ' - y '  y^  y p
C(L V2J  ,M y M +y ) C(L V2J  ,M +y - y  ’ y ’ M +u ) 
P P P P P P  P P P P P  P P P
C(Ld 1 J d ,Md y dMd + y d ' ) C ( Ld 1 J d ’Md +yd y d y d Md + y d }
w h e r e
$ ( 1 . 6 )
= R T t ( r  d ) R t t t , ( r , „ ) u . 0 ( r  rp)V ( r , ) 4 > , ( r , )  J  L pR J  , L , L '  dT i£ nT np —d d —d p p r  d d d  J  *
H +y - y '  ... M , + y - y ’
• Yl P P P ( ^ c ) ” YTd d d (f t j m ) Yn (f t„m) d r „ md r
PR L 'dT £ nT —nT —pR
At  t h i s  s t a g e  t h e  ZR a p p r o x i m a t i o n  may be  i n t r o d u c e d  t o  
r e d u c e  t h e  s i x - d i m e n s i o n a l  i n t e g r a l  t o  o ne  o v e r  t h r e e  d i m e n s i o n s .  
L e t
V ( r , )  4> ( r  ) = D0 <5(r , )  ( 1 . 7 )np  —d Yd —d —d
a l s o  ( s e e  A p p e n d i x )
Tr  = r  — —  r  
- d  - p R  Mr - n T
. 2 1 ,so  t h a t  )
96<Sd) = 6(EpR - FT EnT5
mdMR
-3
m (TU + m ) - n i a
changing the variables of integration to r^T and r ^ (see Appendix) 
introduces a Jacobian J:
J = md MR
m (M + m,) - n T d
Then
Do \J L P P
MT
rnT RJ L L ’(rdT)uj£(rnT) d d d J
, y P  P P(Q )“ Y ^XL nT; XL’P d
d d Kd
(^dT} Y£(^nT} d—dT
and in ZR r m = r,m = r, whence —n I —d 1 —
(-1)V yp-yd
(2 £ + 1)(2L’+1) d
4tt(2L +1) P
C U L ' L  , 000 ) d p ’
C(£L’L ,y’-y’-y. M +y -y’ M +y -y’) d p d p j d d d p p p
f fM ]T
RJ L —  rMdJ P P l R J
R T t t , (r ) u .„(r) r 2 dr
JdLdLd ^
and M, = M + y + y. - y, d P p 3 d (1.8)
The transition matrix becomes
10
R(ydyT^ ypyR)
2H D r L -L -£
•D /4? — ^  2, i d P ,
0 ~Ti2 J L L ' Md d d p
J L j£p pJ
j Ä
(2£ + 1)(2 L ’+1) d
(2LP+1)
H M + y + y.-y ,
• Y, P (Q, ) Y P P ] d (o )L k ' ‘Lj P P d k ■J L J.L.LUj p p d d d
C(ITjIR ,yTy^yR ) C(£L^Lp)000)
clLp1/2V Mppp"ptV  c(Ld1Jd’V pP+uj'ydpd V yP+uj)
Y y'-y'+y.
L (_]_) p a o C(L j M +y -y’y'M +y )
P ' P  P P P P P  P'
CCL'hIJ, ,M +y + y.-y’y'M +y +y.) d d p • p dMd p p
c(£i-2j >l*j+VJp-ydUd_lJplJj)C(1/2V2l >yd"wp,Jppd )
C U L d V Pcfyp-Uj V V V d  V V ^ P (1.9)
where
' J L J L ,L ' £ j p p d d d V  L P P
R, , T ,(r)u.„(r)r2dr 
JdLdLd
The summations over y^ and y^ may then be performed to give 
the final form of the transition matrix elements as used in the ZR
calculations,
11
R(y yT^y y ) = -D
P n 2 J.l .limd d d p
J L j a P P
2M D r L , - L - £ a_P.R l i d P qa
j*
(-1 )
y .+L'+L +J , +J D d p d p [3(2£ + D  (2L’ +1) (2j+l) ( 2 J +1}]
M M +y +y.-y,
. Y P(n ) Y p p 3 d(n )" I*L U  K J L, “k /  ■LJ L J . L . L U jp p  d d p p d d d
C(ITjIR ,yTyjyR ) C(L^ £Lp ,000)
C (L H J  ,M y M +y ) P P P P P P
C (L , 1 J, d d M +y +y.-y, y, H +y +y.) p Hp Hd pd p Kp
C(J, j J , M +y +y.,-y. M +y ) d P P P D 3 P P
X(Lp H J p ,J. H  j , I/j 1 Jd )
22where the X coefficient is as defined in ref. )
(1.10)
In the integral IT T T T T ,„. of eqn.(l.lO), the radial
p p d d d J
parts of the proton and deuteron distorted waves are obtained as 
solutions of radial equations for OM potentials of the form
U(r) = C - Vg(V) - i[W g(W) + Wf(W)]
+ (S + iT)r 1[dg(S)/dr] a • L
+ Mf(R)Tr + Qf(L)TL , (1.11)
where
12
1/ ' - 1
1 + exp [(r - r_^A"3)/aJ.Jg (i ) :
f(i) = 4 [g(i)] exp[(r - r^A'3)/aJU
= CCS • r) 2 r-2 - §] ,
= Qs • L)2 + i(S • L) - I L2] .
C is the Coulomb potential for a uniform charge distribution
l
of radius R = r A and A the mass number of the nucleus. The c c
neutron bound-state wave functions u.-(r) were obtained byD X* !
adjusting the depth of a real Woods-Saxon potential to give the 
correct binding energies.
For a deuteron OM potential of the form given in eqn.(l.ll) 
the partial wave expansion of eqn.(1.3) for large values of r 
satisfies the condition,
r
n 2 1 i(k,r+n log(kr-k.r))1 + --- 2----- e
i (kr-k. r )_
j i(kr-n log 2kr+2a0)
e X (1.12)l
where n = Ze2/"hv and Go = arg*~p( 1 + in) are the usual Coulomb
23parameters and ^ , the elastic scattering amplitude ).
The R T T T ,(r) are the solution of radial equations 
JdLdLd
corresponding to JN = L^, L^±l. The T^ tensor couples together 
the radial equations for = L^+l differing by two units of 
orbital angular momentum and similarly for - 1.
+  ^ H , ( 0 , <j>) r. u u
^  d d
13
If X, T t t = p R T T x , where p = k r the radial equations J j Li l» J jJj jIj jd d d d d d
are
d 2X
JdLdLd
dp
1 + aV
L ’(L'+ 1)1 d d
h Ld XJ„L,L' = K ,  x j h l h l " (1 -13) d d d d d d
where L ’’ = 2J , - L' d d
3 ~ Öj h Lh +1 + 6j h Lh _1 d d d d
2M
a = E- lrelative , 2 *,2 k n
V T x = -C + Vg(V) + i[w g (W) + Wf(W)]J L V
-(S + iT) -  d§-(S) K t t (S) - Mf (R) K T x (R) r dr J,L, J.L,d d d d
- Qf(L)K, r (L) 
JdLd
= M f (R)K T (R)
J d Jd
The K t x are eigenvalues for the corresponding operators 
Jd a
and are given as follows:
Jd v , <s>
K t . (R)
JdLd
K, , (L)
JdLd
Ld+1 Ld
Ld
3(2L + 3 ) d
i L,(2L,-1) 6 d d
Ld -1
1
3 -i (2L , + 3) (2L ,-l) 6 d d
V 1 - v 1 Ld +13(2L ,-l) d
i (2L . + 3) (L ,+l) 6 d d
/j (J +1) 
and K T (R) = ----------
2 J +1 d
14
Thus when J L^, only, and a single uncoupled
equation for X T T is obtained.
LdLdLd
L-, + 2 and for J , = L , - 1, L ' = L ,, L,-2. d d d d d d
If J , = L, + 1 then L ' = L , , d d d d
The coupled equations
then involve either XT 1T T and XT ,, T T „ or X T T and
d d d  d d d  d d d
XT ITT o* The procedure for their solution has already been 
a d 2
described ) (see also ref. ) ).
The equations are solved for the boundary conditions
rj ,l ,l ' ; (kr)d d d  r-*-°°
- 1
-2ioo , 
e d J L L ’ AL d 6L,L' BL, d d d  d d d d
ico , 
j - v" t fLd (1.14)
with
V ' 2(FLh lGLH ) and BL ~ 2(FL,+lGL } d d d d d d
where F and GT are the standard Coulomb functions, and 
a Ld
L
'L I tan"1 (T-)d L = 1
The coefficients A T T , may be obtained from the asymptotic
JdLdLd
relations (1.14); when the TD tensor term in the deuteron-nucleus 
potential is set to zero they vanish in which case there is only 
one equation for each value^with L^= L^.
Expressions are now determined for the experimentally
24measurable quantities in terms of the transition matrix elements )
, . , 17,25-27. ,(see also ref. ) ).
15
Assuming that the incident deuteron beam and target nuclei 
are unpolarized the density matrix of the initial system is
t  6 ,6 ,
1 > V t Pd'Jd
3(2It +1)
a square 3(21^+1) by 3(21^+1) matrix.
The final density matrix is then
I I ,
Pf = RIpiRI
3(2It +1)
where R^-R-j- has elements RCy^y^+y^y^)R* (y^y^+y^y^) 
then
y y y ’y ’  ^ I -| \ R(ydyT^ypyR)R''(udyT^ypyR )KpKRKpKR ydyT 3(2IT+1) F ^
The matrix elements for the proton beam are obtained from 
this final density matrix by summing incoherently over y^ i.e.
1 _ V I
Py y ’  ^ py ypy’yDP P Pp P R P R
so that the diagonal elements of p , are given byhi
,, ,, = - - - - - - - -  I R(y y -<-u y ) R*(p,ii.-*iijp)V p  3(21+1) PRydUT d T p R d T p R
16
The differential cross section is equal to
k M
_R_
k ,M d
dT
pR
trace PI
i . e .
do
dft dp
k ^  jm ,p dT 1 y
kdMpR 3(2IT + 1 )udyTyptJR ^ d V ^ p V
(1.15)
and the proton polarization is (choosing the y-axis perpendicular 
to the scattering plane)
IP (0) = trace C p  )/trace p
i ( P 1 2 “ P1 2 )/ (P1 1 + P22)
I * T I T
= i (P2 1 - P 2 1 ) / (P 1 1 + PI2)
2*fm I R C y ^ - ^ P p )  R*(yHyT->1/2pp)
LyRydPT
d T
I lR(UdUT^ UDUR) I2
ydyTypyR
where for a spin half particle oy
0 -il
1 0
(1.16)
In the inverse reaction R(p,d)T an expression may be
derived for the transition matrix elements R(y y + y  .y^) . Forp K Q i
unpolarized protons incident on unaligned nuclei the density
matrix of the initial system is
6 , 6  ,
tt yDyi y yII R R p pp = ------ x-z
2(2IR+1)
and the final density matrix
17
II _ D II D+ 
pf ' RII Pi RII
2(2 1 +1) RIIRII
where R TR has elements R(y y + y  A]irr) R* (y y + y  ’y I ) thenli.ll p K Q I . p K Cl 1
II 1 V *
ydyTUdyT 2(2ID +1) y uD P R d T  p R d TK p K
The matrix elements for the deuteron beam are obtained by 
summing incoherently over y^ i.e.
p11 , = y p11 ,
PdPd S PdPTPdPT
2(2Ir+i ) ypyRyT
I R(ypyR-^ ydyT ) R“ (y^yR^y^yT )
The differential cross section for this reaction is
i.e.
'd o '
pd
k ,M _ TT
---trace p
k M p dT
k .M p d pR
kpMdT 2(2Ir+1) ydypyRyT
I iKOpUR'+dd^ T5 I (1 .17)
Using a beam of polarized deuterons in a (d,p) reaction it 
is possible to determine the "analysing powers" of the deuteron 
beam by measuring the asymmetries of the scattered protons. These 
deuteron analysing powers for the (d,p) reaction with incident
18
polarized deuterons are identical to the corresponding deuteron
polarizations (see eqn. (1.21) ) in the inverse reaction initiated
2 8with unpolarized protons , for the same axes ). Similarly for
the proton analysing power for a (p,d) reaction. In all the
calculations presented in subsequent chapters the deuteron vector
and tensor analysing powers for the (d,p) reaction are referred to
a coordinate system with the z-axis anti-parallel to the incident
deuteron momentum k, and the y-axis along k xv where k is the— d & — p — d — p
outgoing proton momentum. Identical axes are used for the (p,d)
reaction, the z--axis being parallel to the outgoing deuteron
momentum k, and—d the y-axis parallel to k xk .-p -d
For this choice of axes , i.e,
for (p,d) 9kP
= 0 *kP
=  7T
6kkd
= 0 ^kkd
= 0
and for (d,p) 9kP
=  7T - 0 *kP
= 0
ekkd
=  7T ^kkd
= 0
it may be shown that the transition matrix elements for the 
forward and inverse reaction are related
M 0.
R(y y +y y ) = — -T-J £(-l)^ R(y y +y yR) p K d i  M 0 *  d i p K
pR j £
hence
'da'1 k2 _ kd 3(2It +1) (dal
(dßj pd k2P 2(2IR+1)
[dftjdp
(1.18)
19
The state of polarization of a beam of deuterons may be
2 9described in terms of the nine quantities <T. > ),A d
Too = 1
T i o
Tu + ia ) y
T 2 0
T 2 1
= —  (3a2 - 2)
/2 z
= - ^ 7 7 p a  + ia )a 2 L x y z
T 2 2 + ioy ) (1.19)
where for a spin one particle
Q II r
' 0 1  o' 
1 0  1 . a = i-
’0 - i  0 
i 0 - i and a =
1 0 0 
0 0 0
X /2 o 1—1 o y /2 0 i 0
z 1—11oo
also
TA-B = ( _ 1 ) Bk XAB
and <T * AB trace (p  ^T^g)/trace p
II
where p^ is the density matrix for the deuteron beam. In terms 
of p^1 the following relationships may be obtained (omitting the 
superscript II, remembering that p is the density matrix for the 
deuteron beam in a (p,d) reaction):
20
P 3 3 ) / T
<T20> = —  (pll - 2 P 2 2 + P 3 3 )/T
/2
<T2 i > 2 ( P 2 1 “ P 3 2 ) / T
< T 2 2 > = /"Ö" P31/T (1 .20)
where T = pxl + p22 + P33
It can be shown that for the axes chosen
R(-up-uR+-ud-uT) = (-1 ) d(-l)KR(u uR-nidyT)
where K is an integer. Using this result and noting that 
Pi 2 = P 2 1 * , P 1 3 = P 3 1 * 5 P23 = P 3 2* it can be shown that p33 = Pn, 
Pi 2 = “P23* a^d p!3 = p 31. Thus for the above choice of axes the 
theoretical expressions for the experimentally measurable 
quantities become:
differential cross section
where T = 2 p11 + p22
vector polarizations
< T 10 > = 0
21
tensor polarizations
<T20> - ^  (Pii ~ P 2 2)/T
< 1 2 1 >  ~
<T 2 2 > ” /T P 3 1/T (1 .21)
1.3 Finite-range formulation including the D-state of the deuteron
In general the interaction V for the deuteron, as well as 
the usual central term, may contain a spin-orbit interaction and a 
non-central term, it is the non-central term which gives rise to 
the small D-state component in the internal deuteron wave function. 
The angular part of the D-state component corresponding to <|>^ (r^ ) 
of eqn.(1.3) is coupled to the deuteron spin wave function. 
Consequently when the D-state component is included in the 
deuteron bound—state wave function, the expansion analogous to 
eqn.(1.3) is
(1.22)
y \ ,'■w d m y'-:m
whereJ = I C(11^1 ,y^-mHmH^ )Y )x ^
22
The radial parts of the internal deuteron wave function for
orbital angular momenta % , = 0 and 2 (component m ,) are given by
 ^dv p (r ), and (J denote the spin-angle parts. Eqn.(1.2) and
^d a 1£J1d
eqn.(1.22) may then be substituted into eqn.(1.5). The potential
14V (r ,) was taken to be the soft-core interaction of Reid ) np —d
where
V = V + V, S + V t c L . S  np c T pn LS — —
V = -h e X/x + 105.468 e 2x/x - 3187.8 e 4x/x c
+ 9924.3 e DX/x ,
= -h[(l + 3/x + 3/x2)e x - (12/x + 3/x2)e 4x] /: 
+ 351.77 e"4x/x - 1673.5 e“6x/x,
VLS = 708.91 e 4x/x - 2713.1 e 6x/x,
h = 10.463 MeV x = 0.7 r
-  2and S = 3 (a • r,)(a • r,)r, - (a • a ) is the usual tensorpn —p —d —n —d d —p —n
operator. Thus
np M “ *  + + U 2 yL 101
y
121
y(
101
Hd
121
(1.23)
where
and
U| = Vc Vo + /8 V v2
u2 = (Vc - 2Vt - 3Vl s )v 2 + /8 VT v,
pj-m, r u p
Noting that
23
and
y ' t yXlP v,P =6 X A  X /2 u'u
Pj-mt U^-md-p' 
X Va X ‘/a = 6yr m ^ - md"yp >
i. e. m . = m - y. + y ' - y' d 3 d p (1.24)
the elements of the transition matrix may be obtained
M r L -L -£ M M
R(p ,pT-ni pR) =—£5-  ^ (4it)2i d p 6* Y P(ft ) Y d(S2 )
d 1 P K 2 ttTi2 J ,J L.L'L L Kp L, Kdd p d d p  J p  ^ d
j £M ,M J dp
C(ITjIR,pTpjyR)C(Lp^ J p ,MpppMp+pp)C(LdlJd,MdudMd+yd
 ^ C(il^ 2 i,m y . -m y . )C(1£ ,1 ,y .+y'-m m-y.+y’-y y’i » n 3 3 d i p i d p dy ' y £ ,m j j j r J ^d p  d
C (L ^ 2 J ,M + y -y’y’M +y ) C (L ’ 1J , ,M + y ,-y J, y (M +y ,)P P P P P P p p d d* d d d d d d
where
• C(HHl,y^-m y^ y^  + y^-m)^ (1.25)
£ RJ L (rpR)RJ L L'(rdT)uj£(rnT)u£ (rd} p p  ^ d d d  J d
M + y - y ’ M, + y,-y’
• Y P P P(ß p)S‘ Y d d d
L pR LIp d
m * m-y.+y’-y
Y (£2 ) Y ^
dT i nT L
• Hr1 dr-nT -pR
To avoid expanding the deuteron and proton distorted waves
)
)
P ( £ 2 J
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the coordinates of integration are transformed from r ^  and r ^ to 
r ^  and r introducing a Jacobian J. The coordinates r ^  and 
r^ may be written as a linear combination of the new coordinates 
of integration (see Appendix):
— nT = S 1 —pR + 1 1 tlT
£d = S2—pR + t2EdT
and J = (ti)3 (as before).
3 0Using the procedure of Austern et al ) the following
31expansions may be performed )
£ v *
rnT Y £(^nT)
£
I lX = 0 y
4tt(2£ + 1) (2£) !
(2 X + l ) (2£-2X+l)(2 X )I( 2 £- 2 X )!
£-X
(Slrp R ) (tird T )
m-y * y
C(£-XX£,m-yym) Y (ft ) Y (ft )
£-X pR X dT
(1.26)
and
£ ,
d
d
l lX f = 0 y'
4tt ( 2 £ +1) ( 2 £ ,) ! d d
(2X ' +1) (2£,-2X’+l) (2Xf ) ! (2£ ,-2 X ’ ) ! d d
(t 2r dT')
£ -X 1d
X1 m -y ’ y'
Cs2r ) C(i-VAUd ,md-y'y'md) Y C ^ )  ^ (0 R)
£ j ■*■ A ^d
(1.27)
where from eqn.(1.24) m . = m - y . + y * - y 1.^ d n d p
Also, after applying the addition theorem for Legendre 
19polynomials ) :
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U£ (rd )Uj
d ---  = 2tt I I go*d £p rd nT
Q * Q
( p jm 5 p X.) Y (ßjrp) Y (ß _) (1.28)
K = 0 Q KÄdDÄ dT pR' V ““dT' Y " pR
3 2where on inversion )
iK£dj£(rdT,rpR)
+ 1
-1
U £d (rd )uj£(rnT)'
£d £ 
rd rnT
PK (oo) d co (1.29)
PK(uO is the usual Legendre polynomial and co is the cosine of the 
angle between r ^  and r
. . . . . 19If the spherical harmonic addition theorem is applied )
Q y 1Y (ß )Y (ß ) = IpR x , pR' A
(2K+1)(2 X '+1)
4 7T ( 2 A + l)
C (KÄ'A ,Qp’Q+y')C(KX'A,000)
Q+y ’
. Y (0 p ) 
A PR
and
y
Y (ß )* Y Q (ß )* = I
\ dT k dT A'
(2 X + l )(2K+1)
47T ( 2 A ' +1)
Q+y
C(AKA’,yQQ+y)C(XKA’000) Y (ß_)A t dl
then for each of the angular coordinates ß ^ and ß ^ , an integral 
over three spherical harmonics results. Performing these 
integrals gives the relations
Q = MP M' - y + md - y'
and M, = M + y + y. - y, , d p p ] d
as in eqn.(1.8) .
(1.30)
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Consequently the integrals in eqn.(1.25) become
= J  l (2 K+l) ( 2L +1)(2L'+1)(2Ä + 1) (2£ + 1)
2 1 2^ r  2 ]d
z KAA'AA' (2A+l)(2A '+1) p a  a [ 2 A; [ 2 A ' J
C(KA’ A ,000 ) C U - A L  A , 000 ) C ( L U  -AA T ,000)C(AKA' , 000 )p d d
yC(Z - X X Z ,m-yym)C(Z - X L  A,m-yM + y - y ’M +y -y'+m-y)P P P P P P P
C(Äd- A 'A 'Äd ,m-y^+y^-y^-y'y’ m-y^+y^-yk
C(KAfA,M +y -y+m-y'-y'y’ M +y -y+m-y') P P P P P P
C (AKA',yM +y -y+m-y'-y'M+y+m-y'-y')
Ir IT J. X T  IT
C(Ld£d”X ’ A ’ ,Md+yd”ydm"yj+yd"1Jp‘1J fMp + yp+m“yp“1J ' ^
■J L J L L 'K£j X X '  Z ,  p p d d d d (1.31)
where
1 J L J L L'KÄjAA'Ä, J RJ L (rpR)RJ L L ’(rdT)gK£,j£(rd T ,rpR) p p d d d J d ; P P  d d d  dJ ^
Z - X  A Jl -A'
(SlrpR) (t,rdT) (t2rdX) <s2rpR)
A
rpRrdTdrpRdrdT
and
yj
x!
y!(x-y)!
The summations over y', y, y^ may each be performed using 
2 5the general relation )
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I C (acf ,aya+y)C (bdf ’ , s-aoa-s-yco-y-a)
Y
• C (f f ' g , a+yoo-a-yu)) C ( cde ' ,yoo-e-yoa-e )
I.
= I [(2e+l)(2e'+l)(2f+l)(2 f ’+1)] 2X(abe ,cde' ,ff’g) 
e
• C (eefg ,ew-ew)C(abe ,ae-ae)
and those over m, y^ using
£ C (abe ,a3a+3)C(edc}a+3<$a + 3+<5)C(bdf,363 + <5)
ß
= [( 2e + l )(2f+l)] 2W(abed,ef)C(afc ,aß + 6a+3+6)
2 2where the X and W coefficients are as defined in ref. ). 
gives for the transition matrix elements
-8ttH
R(iJdur iJpiJR ) 2 I il^ 2 A-i £, J L MJ d p p p
L -L -A * 
P
JdLdLd
M M +y + y.-y
• YLP(ßk )YLP P 3p p d d J
C(Lph J p ’V p Mp+UP)C(Ld1Jd ’V ,JP+Mj"ydyd V U]
This
+Yj)Q
(1.32)
where
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Q = T KAA'AA' 
ey v
I J L J ,L ,L'K£jAA'£^ (_1) p p d d d d
M + y -J , + £+y-v p p d
• C2K + 1)(2£ + l) (2Äd+l)(2e + l)(2y + l)(2v + l)[(2L^ + 1) (2J
C(KA’A,OQO)C(£-AL A , 0 0 0 ) C (L ’ £ , - A ' A ’p d d
WCL^JlvH ,yj )W( J lj jvJd )
• C(J J , j , -M -y H +y + y . y . ) X (AL ’ e , A ' £-t A ’ £ , , KA ' A )p d J 5 p p p p 3 3  d d d
• X(£ L ’y,Ae£,,£-AAL )X(J 1v ,^21J/2jL £,y)d d p P p d
Performing the summation over e:
£(2e + 1 ) X(AL^e,A,£d-A,£d5KA’A) 
e
. X( £ L W  , Ae£ , t £-AAL ) d d p
= y (2u + l) W ( £ AL A ,£-Au) W(£L\L £,,yu) 
u P d p d
• W (A ’ A A ' A , Ku) WCA'L’A ’£ , , £ ,-A ' u)d d d
allows the summations over y and v to be carried out 
y-V
I (-1) (2y + l)(2v + 1)W(L^£v H , y j )W(J 1 ] ,vJd )
y j v p
• W ( £ L ’L £ ,yu)X (J lv,^il>2 ,L £ y) d p d p p d
j
= (-1) W( U  ,£ ,L’ ,ul)X(3^2J L ,HjÄ,lJ,u) d d d P P d
2 £ <2 2 £ *d
2 A CM
+ 1 M 2 J  + 1 M 2 L  +1)1 2 d P
0 0 0 )C (AKA’ ,000 )
1/
Thus Q in eqn.(1.32) reduces to
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Q =
M + y -J -3I (-1) p p dJ L J,L, L'KÄjAA'Ä ' x'KAA'AA1u p p d d d  dI
(2u+l) (2K + 1) (2Ä + 1) ( 2 Ä , + l ) [C2L'+1K2J +1) ( 2 J , +1) ( 2L +1)1d L d p d p J
k
r 2 £ I.' 2 '2V
2 A_ 2 X '
k
C(KA'A,QOO)C(£-AL A , 0 0 0 ) C (L ' £-rA ' A ’ , 0 0 0 ) C ( AKA f , 0 0 0 )p d a
• C(JpJdj’" V h  W h  Pj)X^HJpLp ,Hj2-,lJdu)
• W U A L  A,£-Au)W(A?AA’A,Ku)W(A’L ’A ’£,,£ -A'u)p d d d
. w(ua,L'}ui)d d d
The coefficients g ^  ^  may be evaluated when the (r^)
are obtained by interpolation of the tabulated wave functions
14r^v^ (r^) of ref. ) and multiplication by the appropriate 
d
potentials as required by eqn.(1.23).
In the evaluation of the radial integrals Ij ^ j ^ L ’KÄ'AA'£
p p d d d  a
the variable rHT was incremented in small steps and at each step
dT:
0.1 fm. The coefficients g ^  j£^rd T ,rpR^ were computed at each 
of the points in this grid.
The scalar relationships corresponding to eqns.(A.5) and 
(A.6) of the Appendix are
r ^ was given values in the range r^rp±0.9 fm with increments of
nT
“ d m r
m (Mrp+m,)*- n 1 d
rm 2 rm ^
r jm + _R r 2 - 2
.J dT md PR md
rdT rpR w
k
md m r
m (Mrp+m,)L- n T d -
m t - 2 + p 2dT pR - 2 r r m dT pR
k
(1.33)
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Thus the integral of eqn.(1.29) may be performed, since for
given values of r ^  and r ^ the integrand is a function of cu the
cosine of the angle between r ^  and r At each increment of w ,
u^ (r^) and u '£^rnT^ were read from the respective tables of the 
d J
functions, after r^ and r  ^had been evaluated using the relations
(1.33). These functions were truncated at r, ~ 13 fm andd
rnT ~ 24 resPec"t:avely • A preliminary numerical analysis 
indicated that in general for increasing r ^  the integrands of 
eqn.(1.29) tended to a maximum magnitude at a) ~ 1 and diminished 
rapidly for values less than 1, so that a variable step length was 
necessary for the integration over w.
The maximum value of K was restricted by the maximum L 
value used in the deuteron and proton channels. Generally, the 
selection rules determining which terms contribute to the 
summations of eqn.(1.32) may be obtained from the various triads 
implicit in the Racah algebra.
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CHAPTER 2
j-DEPENDENCE IN 50,52Cr(d,p) REACTIONS 
2.1 Introduction
There is considerable experimental evidence that the 
angular distribution of the (d,p) reaction depends not only upon 
the orbital angular momentum i but also upon the total angular 
momentum j of the captured neutron. The effect is very marked 
for bombarding energies of 7 to 12 MeV in the case of £ = 1 
transitions from spin-zero target nuclei of atomic number 
40 < A < 70 to J = and J = H  final states^ * ^  ^). In 
general, the distributions involving J = 3^2 residual states show a 
characteristic minimum at backward angles which is absent or much 
less pronounced in the distributions leading to J = ^  levels. 
Previous attempts*4  ^ describe these results using
the DW theory including spin-orbit interactions in both the 
deuteron and proton OM potentials have met with mixed success 
varying from no agreement to qualitative agreement with experiment.
It is of interest to investigate further whether the dis­
crepancies between the DW predictions and experiment are due to 
inadequacies in the theory, approximations in the calculations or 
simply arise from using the wrong parameters. In connection with
the second possibility, it has been shown^ ’^ ) that including the
54 5 5D-state of the deuteron 9 ' ),(see chapter 1 where an exact FR D- 
state formulation is discussed) or possible deuteron-nucleus
32
tensor interactions in the DW calculations (see chapter 3) has
only a relatively small effect on the j-dependence of Z = 1
6transitions. Calculations ) including non-local and FR
corrections suggest that the shapes of the angular distributions
are very similar to those obtained using the corresponding local,
ZR potential, therefore the use of the simpler potential is not
likely to seriously affect the j-dependence of the cross sections.
The assumptions of single particle form factors for 2pi^ or 2p3_;>
captured neutrons obtained using the "well-depth" prescription is 
5 6expected ) to be satisfactory for targets of neutron number N £ 28
(as studied in the present work) corresponding to a closed f7
' 2 5 7shell in the strict single-particle model (however see also ref.' )).
In other cases in which configuration mixing is important, no
detailed study has been carried out to investigate the effect on
the j-dependence of the angular distributions, although there is
49some evidence that the empirical rule persists in such cases ).
Irrespective of the agreement between theory and experiment,
an empirical rule is very useful for assigning spins to levels in
residual nuclei. However, the reaction 5°Cr(d,p)51Cr(l.895 MeV
state) appears to be a definite exception to the rule since near 
3 3 4 38 MeV (ref. 5 ) ), the angular distribution has a large dip near
5 8125° while the y-y correlation work ) gives unambiguously J = H  
for this level. Such exceptions make the value of the rule 
rather dubious.
In this chapter, several Z = 1 transitions in the reaction 
52Cr(d,p)53Cr and 50Cr(d,p)51Cr are studied to test the adequacy
33
of the DW theory, and in particular the anomalous transition to 
the 1.895 MeV level in 51Cr is investigated.
2.2 The 52Cr(d,p)53Cr reaction 
2.2.1 DW Analysis
Several studies of the reaction 52Cr(d,p)53Cr have been 
3 3-35reported ) for deuteron bombarding energies in the range 7 to
11 MeV, and four strong SL = 1 transitions leading to the ground 
state (g.s.) and the 0.57, 2.32 and 3.61 MeV excited states in 
53Cr are observed. Deuteron vector analysing power measurements
3 g _ 3 g
; unambiguously assign spins to these states of H, 
and respectively and these values are assumed in the present 
work.
DW calculations were performed using the OM potential 
described in chapter 1 for 8 MeV incident deuteron energy. The 
OM parameters which were varied to give the best overall fit to 
the four cross sections shown in fig. 2.1 are given in table 2.1. 
The proton parameters were taken close to conventional values.
It was found that the deuteron parameters of table 2.1 do
4 0not fit the elastic scattering data ) very well, and any attempt 
to improve this description tended to destroy the agreement for 
the reaction cross sections. While the whole of parameter space 
could not be searched, it seems probable that rather different 
deuteron parameters (differing by 10—20%) are required to describe 
the elastic scattering and reaction data. This implies that
O.OOMev 
j = 3 /2
0.5 7Mev 
j 581/2
£ 1.0
2.32Mev 
j — 3 /  2
3.61Mev j = l/2
100 125 150 175100° 125 150
Fig. 2.1. Differential cross sections for the reaction
52Cr(d,p)53Cr leading to the ground, 0.57, 2.32 and 3.61 MeV
states in 53Cr at 8 MeV bombarding energy. The solid curves are
distorted wave calculations for the parameters of Table 2.1 and
3 3the points are the data of ref.' ).
Table 2.1
POTENTIALS
Deuteron Proton Neutron
V (MeV)(a) 52Cr 100 53 adj usted
(b) 5 0Cr 108°) 55 adjusted
r (fm)V 1.175 1.250 1.250
a (fm)V 0.782 0.650 0.650
W (MeV) 18 10
r (fm) w 1.455 1.250
a (fm) w 0.600 0.470
S (MeV fm2) 18 16
T (MeV fm2) -10 0
r (fm) s 0.700 1.250
a (fm) s 0.400 0.650
r (fm) c 1.300 1.250
Q 3) A value of 120 MeV was used in the j = — calculation for the2
transition to the 1.895 MeV level.
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either the optical model or the DW theory (or both) is not
strictly valid, and that the different potentials are required to
partially compensate for deficiencies in these models, for example
the lack of a correct treatment of the distortion and break-up of 
5 9the deuteron ). The parameters, which best describe the
asymptotic behaviour of the deuteron wave function and hence the
elastic scattering results, are not necessarily the same as those
which optimize the deuteron wave function in the vicinity of the
nuclear surface where the contribution to the reaction cross
section is largest. Fig- 2.1 shows that the essential features
of the j-dependence are qualitatively described in terms of the DW
theory for parameters which are different but fairly close to
those required to describe the corresponding elastic scattering
data. The neutron spin-orbit potential was found to have a small
effect on the shapes of the cross sections so that the j-dependent
effect arises primarily as a consequence of the spin-orbit terms
in the deuteron and proton potentials (this is true also of the
6 0proton polarization and deuteron vector analysing power ref. ) ). 
The fit to any single reaction cross section could be improved by 
allowing the parameters to vary slightly from level to level; in 
principle this is not unreasonable, since the "corrections" may be 
different in each case. If the corrections for each level tend 
to produce a similar modification of the OM parameters, then a 
rule such as the Lee-Schiffer criterion*4^  54  ^) is possible.
However, if in occasional cases quite large variations in the 
parameters occur, the general rule can be expected to fail. Fig. 
2.2 shows the corresponding predictions for the deuteron vector
O.OOMev 
j= 3 /2
0.5 7Mev 
j= 1/2
~  - 0 .4
O - 0 .6
Z  0 .6 3.61Mev 
j = l / 2
c.m.
F i g .  2 . 2 .  D e u t e r o n  v e c t o r  a n a l y s i n g  p o w e r s  f o r  t h e  r e a c t i o n  
52C r ( d , p ) 53Cr  l e a d i n g  t o  t h e  g r o u n d ,  0 . 5 7 ,  2 . 3 2  a n d  3 . 6 1  MeV 
s t a t e s  i n  53Cr a t  8 MeV b o m b a r d i n g  e n e r g y .  The  s o l i d  c u r v e s  a r e  
d i s t o r t e d  wave c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  p a r a m e t e r s  o f  T a b l e  2 . 1  and
O C
t h e  p o i n t s  a r e  t h e  d a t a  o f  r e f .  ) .
Table 2.2
SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS FOR THE 52Cr(d,p)53Cr REACTION
Level 
E (MeV)X
Q
(MeV)
(2J+l)S jh c
J = ! J =
3
2
0 .00 5 .73 2 .88a) 32 - 0 .72
0 .57 5.16 0 .78a) 12 0 . 39
2 ., 32 3.41 1. 59a) 32 - 0 .,40
2 .,68 3.0 5 0.12b) (f) - 0 .,03
2., 72 3.01 0 .05b) 12 0.03
3 .,19 2. 54 0.05b) (!) - 0 . 01
3., 61 2 .12 0. 91a) 12 0.45
4.,05 1. 68 0. oib) (!) 0.01
4 . 07 1.66 0 .03b) (!) - 0 ,. 01
4 ,.61 1 .12 0 .20b) (!) 0.10
5. 39 0 .34 0 .12 C) (!) 0.06
5.45 0 .28 0 ., 07°) (f) - 0 . 02
5.55 0 .18 0 ., 02° (!) 0.01
Sum 6.,83 1.05 1 .19
a)present work b)ref.34) c)ref.3 )^ d)Tentative spin assign­
ments are indicated in parentheses. Preferred values are 
partially arbitrary and partially based upon 2p^ , and 2p 3^  sum 
rules and shell model systematics.
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3 6 3 7analysing powers 5 ) for the four transitions. Although these
results were not included in the fitting procedure, it is seen 
that the curves give a satisfactory description of the data.
2.2.2 Spectroscopic Factors
Relative spectroscopic factors S/SQ, where SG is the
spectroscopic factor for the g.s., were obtained for the four
strong transitions by normalizing the DW predictions to the
relative experimental data to give an overall best fit. In each
case the cross section was calculated in the usual ZR 
17approximation ) and was multiplied by a FR correction factor of 
1.65. The value of SQ was found by performing the g.s. 
calculation at 7.5 HeV bombarding energy for the same OM para­
meters and comparing with the absolute cross-section measurements 
34of Rao et al ). In this manner, spectroscopic factors S were 
obtained for these strong transitions.
If the spin J of the residual nucleus is unknown, only the
spectroscopic transition strength (2J + 1)S can be determined from
the DW analysis. Table 2.2 gives the values of (2J + 1)S for the
Ü = 1 transitions where the strengths for the weaker transitions
3 4 3 5were taken from previous analyses 9 ). The sum of the
strengths (2J + 1)S is 6.8 which is in good agreement with the 
expected value of 6.0 for the extreme single-particle model 
considering the uncertainties in the experimental cross sections 
and in the DW calculations. In this simple picture, the separate 
sums for the 2pi^  and 2p^ transitions are 2.0 and 4.0,
36
respectively, and corresponding in both cases to a spectroscopic
factor of unity spread over several states. The spins of some of
61the states have been established, namely g.s. as H  ref. ),
0.57 MeV as 3^  ref.52’63), 2.32 MeV as H  ref.62’63), 2.72 MeV as 
3^2 ref.33) and 3.61 MeV as H  ref. 33’3 )^. The Spins Qf the 
remaining states are given in table 2.2 (in parentheses) where the 
values chosen are partially arbitrary and partially based upon the 
2p^ and 2p^ , sum rules and shell-model systematics. For 
example, the 4.61 and 5.39 MeV states were taken to have spin H  
because of their relatively large transition strengths, and the 
close doublets (e.g. 2.68 and 2.72 MeV levels) were assumed to 
have different spins. The spectroscopic factor sums obtained in 
this way are 1.05 and 1.19, respectively.
The unperturbed single-particle energies E(J) may be 
estimated using the relation E(J) = E^S^/IhS^, where the sums 
are over all levels of the same J. The values obtained using the 
spectroscopic factors of table 2.2 are E(H) = 2.67 MeV and E(H)
= 0.99 MeV, hence the 2pi - 2p3 spacing A = 1.68 MeV in good 
agreement with the single-particle energy difference of 2.03 MeV 
found for 49Ca in ref.3l+).
Of particular interest is the spin of the 3.61 MeV level.
6 3The earlier y-y correlation experiment ), while not conclusive, 
tended to favour a spin of -H for this state. This assignment
appears to be supported by the lack of a dip in the 52Cr(d,p) 
cross section leading to this level. However, DW calculations
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show that for reactions with relatively small Q-values (~2 MeV), 
the dependence of the cross section on j is much reduced, 
therefore the Lee-Schiffer criterion ceases to be valid. This 
can be understood in terms of a decreasing contribution from the 
nuclear interior where the deuteron and proton spin-orbit forces 
are important. Thus the j-dependence rule should only be applied 
to £ = 1 transitions having Q values £ 2 MeV. The vector 
analysing power measurements * 45 ) give a spin of -H> for the 3.61
MeV state. This value is supported by the spectroscopic 
strengths of table 2.2 since the assumption of -H leads to poor 
results for both the spectroscopic factor sums and the spacing A.
2.3 The 50Cr(d ,p)51Cr reaction 
2.3.1 DW Analysis
The reaction 50Cr(d,p)51Cr has been studied by several
41-4364workers 5 ) at bombarding energies between 6 and 10 MeV. In
4 3the most extensive measurements, Robertshaw et al ) resolved the 
levels at 0.748 and 0.775 MeV in 51Cr by using a multiple-gap 
spectrograph and observed about 20 £ = 1 transitions up to an 
excitation energy of 7.9 MeV (table 2.3). Of particular interest 
is the strong transition to the 1.895 MeV state. The j-
dependence rule gives a definite J = H  assignment for this level
4 2 41at both 7.5 and 9.15 MeV ) (although at 10 MeV, the situation )
5 8is less clear)> while the y-y correlation work ) seems to rule 
out this possibility.
10.0
0.748Mev 
j = 3 /  2
0.775Mev j= 1/2
h >0.0
l-895Mev
j - 3 /2
75° 100° 125 150° 25^  5CF To? 12? 15? 175°
Fig. 2.3. Differential cross sections for the reaction
50Cr(d,p)51Cr leading to the 0.748, 0.775 and 1.895 MeV states in
51Cr at 7.5 MeV bombarding energy. The solid curves are
distorted wave calculations for the parameters of Table 2.1 and
4 3the points are the data of ref. ).
Table 2.3
SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS FOR THE 50Cr(d ,p)51Cr REACTION
L e v e l  
E (MeV)X
Q
(MeV)
( 2J + l )S J c )
J = !
S
J = !
0 . 748 6.293 1 . 8 9 a ) 32 - 0.47
0. 775 6.266 0 . 5 5 a ) 12 0.28 -
1. 895 5.146 0 . 6 6 a ) 32 - 0.17
2 . 887 4 . 154 0 . 3 8 a ) 32 - 0.09
3.054 3.987 o . n a ) 0.05 -
3 . 1 2 4 3.917 0 . 6 7 a ) 32 - 0.17
3.7 6 7 3.274 0 . 3 0 a ) 32 - 0.08
4 . 0 3 6 3. 005 0 . 4 5 a ) (I) 0.23 -
4 . 4 2 6 2.615 0 . 0 5 b ) (!) - 0.01
4 . 4 3 9 2 .602 o . n b ) (!) 0.05 -
4 . 684 2.3 5 7 0 . 0 4 b ) (!) - 0.01
4 . 7 6 9 2.272 0.2 5b ) (!) 0.13 -
5.202 1 . 8 3 9 0 . 1 9 b ) (!) - 0.05
5 . 6 6 3 1 . 3 7 8 0 . 32b ) (!) 0.16 -
5 . 7 4 1 1 . 3 0 0 0 . 1 2 b ) (!) 0 .06 -
5 . 769 1 . 2 7 2 0 . 0 4 b ) (!) - 0.01
5 . 952 1 . 0 8 9 0 . 0 6 b ) (!) 0.03 -
6.2 3 6 0.8 0 5 0 . 0 4 b ) (!) - 0.01
6 . 360 0 . 6 8 1
r
Qoooo
(!) 0.04 T
7 . 2 0 6 - 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 0 3 b ) (!) 0 .01 -
S u m  6.34 1.0 4 1.07
ci b  ^o c • • .)present work )ref. ) )Tentative spin assignments are
indicated in parentheses. Preferred values are partially
arbitrary and partially based upon 2pi^ and 2p^ sum rules and
shell model systematics.
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In order to investigate this discrepancy for the 1.895 MeV 
state, DW calculations as discussed in the previous section were 
carried out for the transitions to the 0.748, 0.775 and 1.895 MeV 
levels. The spins of the doublet states are known^) to be 1"2 
and H  respectively and fig. 2.3 shows that these assignments are 
in agreement with the j-dependence criterion. The angular 
distributions for these two states can be qualitatively described 
using OM parameters which are similar (but not identical) to those 
employed for the 52Cr(d,p)53Cr reaction. Fig. 2.3 shows the 
predictions for the parameters of table 2.1. Only the deuteron 
and proton real central potentials V were varied in the fitting 
procedure. It is probable that the required changes in V could 
be reduced by allowing other parameters to vary simultaneously.
The 8 MeV modification in the deuteron well depth appears to be 
partly a reflection of the different Q-values of the respective 
reactions. It seems that the optimum value of the deuteron 
potential V (the other parameters being unchanged) decreases as 
the Q-value of the reaction diminishes. Indeed, a better fit to 
the 52Cr(d,p)53Cr (3.61 MeV state) can be obtained by using 
V < 100 MeV, and a similar analysis4”4) of some 5 4 Cr (d ,p) 5 5 Cr data 
(g.s. Q = 4.03 MeV) requires V = 95 MeV.
If the same parameters obtained by fitting the doublet 
states are used for the 1.895 MeV transition, a J = spin 
assignment is unamibuously determined from the analysis. This 
is to be expected since the calculated cross sections vary slowly 
with the Q-value of the reaction, and both the 0.775 and 1.895 MeV
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angular distributions exhibit a dip near 125° (fig. 2.3).
However, an equally good fit to the 1.895 MeV cross section is 
obtained for J = if the deuteron potential V is increased to 
120 MeV. This means that the violation of the j-dependence rule 
for the 1.895 MeV transition may be interpreted as arising from 
unusually large corrections of the form discussed earlier. An 
alternative explanation, i.e. the occurrence of a close doublet at 
1.895 MeV having spins and 2^ 5 respectively, appears unlikely.
2.3.2 Spectroscopic Factors
Spectroscopic strengths (2J + D S  were obtained for the eight
£ = 1 transitions up to an excitation energy of 4.036 MeV by
normalizing the zero-range DW predictions multiplied by a FR
correction factor of 1.65 against the experimental data to obtain
an overall best fit. The results are given in table 2.3 in
which the corresponding strengths for the higher levels are taken
. 4 3from a previous analysis ). The sum of the strengths is 6.3, 
which agrees very well with the expected value of 6.0 for the 
simple shell model.
The spins of several of the lower states have been deter-
5 8 0mined ), namely J = >2 for1 the 0.748 , 1.895 , 2.887 , 3.124 and
3.767 MeV states and J = H  for the 0.775 MeV level. The other
states were assumed to have the spins given in table 2.3 (in
parentheses). These values are partially arbitrary and partially
based upon the 2pi and 2p3 sum rules and shell-model systematics
//2 ' 2
as in the case of 53Cr. The spectroscopic factor sums obtained
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in this manner are close to the full single-particle strength of 
unity.
The unperturbed single-particle energies in 51Cr were
estimated to be E(i^) = 3.72 MeV and E(j^) = 2.08 MeV,
respectively, giving a spacing A = 1.64 MeV. This value of A is
4 4in good agreement with the values of 1.68 MeV and 1.66 MeV (ref. ) ) 
for 53Cr and 55Cr, respectively. If the spin of the 1.895 MeV 
level is taken to be , either the 2p^ and 2p3 spectroscopic 
sum rules are substantially different (it is assumed that the 
i = 1 transitions belong to the 2p shell) or the spacing A is 
significantly decreased. These considerations therefore favour 
a 3^2 assignment for the 1.895 MeV level.
2.4 Conclusions
The j-dependence of several Z = 1 transitions in the
50Cr(d,p) and 52(d,p) reactions at 7.5 and 8 MeV deuteron
bombarding energy respectively, has been qualitatively described
using the DW theory. This was only achieved by allowing the
deuteron OM parameters to be rather different from those which
describe the corresponding elastic scattering measurements. This
implies that the theoretical description is not strictly valid,
and that the different potentials are required to partially
compensate for deficiencies in the models. A recent investiga- 
6 5tion ) indicates that such a difference in the deuteron para­
meters is to be expected.
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A j-dependence rule, such as the Lee-Schiffer criterion, 
may exist when the corrections for each transition produce a 
similar modification to the deuteron potential so that essentially
I
the same parameters are appropriate for each level (although the 
optimum value of the deuteron well depth V(the other parameters 
being unchanged) decreases as the Q-value of the reaction 
diminishes). In this case the angular distributions for j - H  
and j = transitions will be systematically different at back­
ward angles; the difference arises as a consequence of the 
deuteron and proton spin-orbit interactions. The calculations 
indicate that for reactions with relatively small Q values (~ 2
MeV), the j-effect is much reduced so that the Lee-Schiffer
!
criterion ceases to be valid. This is the result of a decreasing 
contribution from the nuclear interior where the deuteron and 
proton spin-orbit forces are important.
The reaction 50Cr(d ,p)51Cr (1.895 MeV state) exhibits a 
violation of the j-dependence rule probably because the 
corrections in this case are unusually large and thus the optimum 
deuteron parameters for the DW calculation are considerably 
different from the average values. A spin assignment of ^  f°r 
the 1.895 MeV level in 51Cr is supported by the present invest- 
igation.
The 2pi^  and 2p3, spectroscopic factor sums obtained are in 
good agreement with the simple shell model, and the unperturbed 
single-particle level spacings were estimated to be between 1.6 
and 1.7 MeV for both 51Cr and 53Cr.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECT OF TENSOR FORCES IN THE DEUTERON OPTICAL POTENTIAL 
3.1 Introduction
Several measurements of the tensor polarizations of
r c
deuterons elastically scattered by 2/Al, 28Si and 60Ni (ref. )),
o n  r q
12C (ref. )) and 40Ca (ref. )) have been carried out at
bombarding energies between 3.5 and 11 MeV. These data have been
analysed in terms of the OM to determine whether possible tensor
2forces ) in the deuteron-nucleus interaction are negligible or not.
5 2 6 6Schwandt and Haeberli * 256 ) found that better fits to the measured
< T 2 o > und <T22> tensor moments can be obtained if either a long-
6 7ranged attractive T (ref. )) tensor force or a short-rangedR •
repulsive T tensor interaction is included separately in the 
optical potential. However, the T^ term has a detrimental effect 
on the fits to the corresponding cross sections and vector polar­
izations, therefore the T potential is more acceptable over-all.K
6 7In the work of Cords et al ), both tensor terms were used 
simultaneously to describe <T2o>5 <T21> and <T22> polarizations, 
but further studies^^5^ ^) indicate that the T^ tensor is 
redundant.
This chapter presents a study of the effect of the tensor 
forces Td and Tt on the DW predictions for deuteron stripping
reactions and in particular an investigation of the j-dependence
46 3637of the cross-sections ) and vector analysing powers ,w ). In
view of the slowness of the computations, calculations were
performed for only two representative examples of j-dependence in
the differential cross section, namely £ = 1 transitions in the reaction
4 0 Ca ( d , p ) 4 1 Ca leading to the 2.47 MeV ( H  ~ ) and 3.95 MeV (H~)
levels. The essential features of these cross sections and
36 51 52vector analysing powers have been described 5 5 ) using the DW
theory without any tensor forces in the deuteron optical potential, 
thus the effects of such tensor interactions in these cases are 
probably small. The calculations of this chapter show that 
including a T^ tensor force which is compatible with the elastic 
scattering data has no significant effect on the cross sections or 
vector analysing powers. The changes in the corresponding proton 
polarizations and deuteron tensor analysing powers are also 
evaluatedi for completeness, the variations resulting from a 
small T^ tensor term are included.
3.2 Results and discussion
Calculations were carried out for the reaction 40Ca(d,p)41Ca
leading to the 2.47 MeV («H-) and 3.95 MeV ( H -) residual states
at 9 MeV deuteron bombarding energy. The OM parameters for the
central and spin-orbit interactions, which were kept constant
throughout the DW computations, are given in table 3.1. The
7 0deuteron potential was obtained by Satchler ) by fitting both
5 2 71elastic scattering cross section data * 5 ) and polarization
5 2measurements ) assuming no tensor forces. The proton and 
neutron parameters were taken close to conventional values.
Table 3.1
POTENTIALS
Deuteron Proton Neutron
V (MeV) 94.1 45.0 adjusted
r (fm) 1.177 1.250 1.250V
a (fm)V 0.798 0.650 0.650
W (MeV) 10.0 7.0
r (fm) 1.602 1.250w
a (fm)
U7
0.472 0.47w
S (MeV fin2) 17.9 16.0
r (fm) 0.780 ,1.250s
a (fm) 0.520 0.650s
r (fm) 1.250 1.250
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In the present work, typical values of the radius and
diffuseness parameters, rD = 1.4 fm, a = 0.7 fm, rT = 0.7 fm and
a^  = 0.4 fm were chosen for the tensor potentials. Fig* 3.1
shows the variations in the differential cross section and proton
polarization for the j = H  3.95 MeV transition which occur when
either a small TD or a small T tensor interaction is included
separately in the deuteron-nucleus optical potential. The proton
polarization is a vector polarization analogous to <iTii> for
/2deuterons and in this chapter is taken as —  times the usual 
polarization (Basel convention).
The magnitudes of the tensor terms |M| =2  MeV and |Q| =
1 MeV are approximately one-half of the strengths found by
5 2 .Schwandt and Haeberli ) to give a better description of elastic 
deuteron tensor polarizations. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show similar 
changes for the deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers. The 
equivalence between analysing powers and polarizations has been 
discussed in Chapter 1. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show corresponding 
results for the j = 2.47 MeV transition.
It is seen that T has very little effect on the cross 
sections, proton polarizations or deuteron vector analysing 
powers but does significantly change two of the tensor analysing 
powers, e.g. <T2o> and <T2i> in the case of the j = i"2 transition. 
On the other hand, T^ has a large effect on all the quantities for 
angles greater than about 60°. It was found that providing the 
variations are small, the changes are roughly proportional to the 
strengths of the tensor potentials and are on either side of the
---------Q, 1
c.m.
Fig. 3.1. Differential cross section and proton polarization for 
the reaction 4°Ca(d,p)41Ca (3.95 MeV state) at 9 MeV bombarding 
energy. The curves are predictions of the distorted wave theory 
for the parameters of Table 3.1 and the inclusion of either a T^ 
or T^ tensor potential respectively.
0.6
--- M= 2
M  = 0
M  = -2
c.m.
Fig. 3.2. Deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers for the 
reaction 40Ca(d,p)41Ca (3.95 MeV state) at 9 MeV bombarding 
energy. The curves are predictions of the distorted wave theory 
for the parameters of Table 3.1 and the inclusion of a tensor term
--Q= 1
c.m.
Fig. 3.3. Deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers for the 
reaction 4°Ca(d,p)4*Ca (3.95 MeV state) at 9 MeV bombarding 
energy. The curves are predictions of the distorted wave theory 
for the parameters of Table 3.1 and the inclusion of a tensor term
-------- Q ------- Q . 1
Q.M* 0
---M -2
c.m.
Fig. 3.4. Differential cross section and proton polarization for 
the reaction 40Ca(d,p)41Ca (2.47 MeV state) at 9 MeV bombarding 
energy. The curves are predictions of the distorted wave theory 
for the parameters of Table 3.1 and the inclusion of either a TD 
or T^ tensor potential respectively.
0.6
Fig. 3.5. Deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers for the
reaction 4°Ca(d,p)4*Ca (2.47 MeV state) at 9 MeV bombarding
energy. The curves are predictions of the distorted wave theory
for the parameters of Table 3.1 and the inclusion of either a T^
or Tt tensor potential.Li
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M = Q = 0 curves depending whether the interaction is attractive
or repulsive. The j-dependence of the deuteron vector analysing
powers at 'forward angles is not significantly affected by the
introduction of either the TD or Tt tensor term. On the other
hand, the j-dependence of the corresponding cross sections is a
large-angle effect and will be modified if the T tensor is notLi
too small. However, it appears unlikely that a potential, 
which is compatible with elastic scattering data, will affect the 
qualitative behaviour of the j-dependence of those (d,p) cross 
sections which resemble the cases studied here.
3.3 Conclusions
The inclusion of a small tensor interaction TD in the 
deuteron optical potential, which gives a better description of 
elastic scattering polarization measurements, does not significant­
ly affect the cross sections, proton polarizations and deuteron 
vector analysing powers for the £ = 1 transitions in the reaction 
4 0 Ca ( d , p) 4 1 Ca leading to the 2.47 MeV (^2- ) and 3.95 MeV (j^ 2-) 
levels. The corresponding tensor analysing powers <T2o> and 
<T2i> but not <T22> are considerably changed in the case of the 
j = >2 transition. On the other hand, a relatively small T^ 
tensor potential, presumably because of its quadratic dependence 
or orbital angular momentum, does lead to significant changes in 
all the quantities at backward angles. Consequently, the j- 
dependent effects are practically unchanged when a small T^ term 
is introduced but are considerably modified at backward angles 
even for a relatively small T^ potential.
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CHAPTER 4
EXACT FINITE-RANGE CALCULATIONS INCLUDING THE D-STATE
OF THE DEUTERON
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents exact FR calculations which include 
the deuteron D-state for some & = 1 transitions in (d,p) and 
(p,d) reactions at several energies as follows:
i) 52Cr(d ,p )53Cr to the g.s. and 3"2~ 0.5 7 MeV level
in 53Cr for 8 MeV incident deuteron energy 
(calculations with a small TD tensor were also 
performed),
ii) 40Ca(d ,p )41Ca to the 2.4 7 ( ~  ) and 3.9 5 MeV ( H -) 
levels in 41Ca at 7 and 9 MeV incident deuteron 
energies ,
iii) 160(p,d)150 to the g.s. (H~) and 6.18 MeV ( H -) 
level in 150 at 25.52, 30 and 31.82 MeV incident 
proton energies.
It was of interest to determine if the D-state effects are 
functions of reaction parameters such as target mass, Q—value, 
deuteron bombarding energy or OM parameters and also to compare 
spectroscopic factors predicted by FR and ZR calculations. The 
main aims, however, were to investigate the effect of the D-state
upon (a) the j-dependence of the differential cross sections and
30 3 9the deuteron vector analysing powers ) and proton polariza-
3 8 7 2tions 5 )for typical SL = 1 transitions and (b) the corresponding 
tensor analysing powers.
4.2 The 52Cr(d,p)53Cr reaction
Calculations based on the theoretical formulation of
chapter 1 are presented for the reaction 52Cr(d,p)53Cr leading to
the ground (^2~) and 0.57 MeV (H~) residual states at 8 MeV
deuteron bombarding energy. The OH parameters for the central
and spin-orbit interactions were taken from an earlier analysis of
7 3the same reactions ) (see table 2.1).
The results for the differential cross sections are shown
in fig. 4.1 and it is seen that the shapes of the angular
distributions are very similar to the corresponding ZR calculations.
The FR curves (S+D) lie below the ZR cross sections when Dq is
2 1assumed to have the value 1.65 x io4 MeV* 2 fm3 (ref. )). Normal­
izing the ZR calculation to the FR curve at the first peak for the 
g.s. and 0.57 MeV state gives Dq = 1.42 and 1.46 x 104 MeV2 fm3, 
respectively. The effect of including a small tensor term T^
(M = -4 MeV, rD = 1.4 fm and aD = 0.7 fm (ref.^), see ch. 3)) in 
the deuteron-nucleus interaction (curve S+D+Td) or neglecting the 
D-state of the deuteron (curve S) is negligible. Thus, for these 
cases, the inclusion of the D-state has an insignificant effect 
upon the j-dependence of the angular distributions.
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the corresponding results for the
0.5 7MeV
hVl
0.0 MeV
j=3/2
< 1.0
F.R.S+D F.R.S+D
------S
180° 0°
'c.m.
Fig. 4.1. Differential cross sections for the reaction 
52Cr(d,p)53Cr leading to the 0.57 MeV and ground states in 53Cr at 
8 MeV bombarding energy. The upper solid curves are the usual 
ZR calculations with Do = 1.65 x 104MeV2fm3 and the lower solid 
curves are the D-state FR predictions. The effect of including 
a small tensor interaction or neglecting the D-state of the 
deuteron is indicated by curves (S+D+T^) or (S), respectively.
0.6
--- S+D+T
----S + D
c.m.
Fig. 4.2. Deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers for the 
reaction 52Cr(d,p)53Cr (0.57 MeV state) at 8 MeV bombarding 
energy. The full curves are the D-state FR predictions. The 
effect of including a small tensor interaction or neglecting the 
D-state of the deuteron is indicated by curves (S+D+T^) or (S), 
respectively.
Fig. 4.3. Deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers for the
reaction 52Cr(d,p)53Cr (g.s.) at 8 MeV bombarding energy. The
full curves are the D-state FR predictions. The effect of
including a small tensor interaction or neglecting the D-state of
the deuteron is indicated by curves (S+D+Td) or (S), respectively.K
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vector and tensor analysing powers referred to the coordinate 
system defined in chapter 1. The ZR predictions lie close to the 
curves labelled S and for simplicity have been omitted from the 
diagrams. It is seen that the vector analysing powers are 
practically insensitive to the deuteron D-state. However, the 
tensor analysing powers, especially <T2o> arid <T2i> are signif­
icantly modified by the inclusion of firstly, the D-state (curves
S+D) and then the tensor interaction as well (curves S+D+T„).K
The effect of T^ is larger for the j = transition in agreement
5 3with the previous work ) of chapter 3 but is smaller than the 
D-state contribution for both reactions.
4.3 The 40Ca(d,p)4xCa reaction
Several studies of the reaction 40Ca(d,p)41Ca in the 
43650-52 4ZR 5 5 ') and FR ) formulations of the DWBA have described
j-dependent features of the cross sections and vector analysing
3 6 3 7powers * 35 ) for several strong £ = 1 transitions and also (in
chapter 3) the effect of a small tensor term in the deuteron-
5 3nucleus optical potential ). Here calculations are reported for
two 1 = 1 transitions leading to the 2.47 (3^ 2~) and 3.95 MeV (3^2 _)
levels (Q = 3.67 and 2.19 MeV respectively) at 7 and 9 MeV
deuteron bombarding energies using the OM parameters of table 4.1.
The deuteron parameters at 7 MeV (part of a set which varies
smoothly as a function of energy) are the result of an extensive
5 2elastic scattering analysis ) and led to good fits to the 7 MeV 
cross section and vector polarization data. The 9 MeV deuteron
Table 4.1
POTENTIALS FOR 40Ca(d,p)41Ca
E d (MeV)
Deuteron 
7a) 9b)
Proton
7
c)
9
Neutron
V (MeV) 110.5 94.1 53 . 8 53 adjusted
r v (fm) 1.05 1.177 1.17 1.17 1.25
a v (fm) 0.85 0.798 0.75 0.75 0.65
w (MeV) 10 10 9.6 9
r w (fm) 1.64 1.602 1.32 1.32
a w (fm) 0.529 0.472 0.527 0.527
s (MeV fm2) 18 17.9 12.4 12.4
rs (fm) 0.9 0.78 1.01 1.01
as (fm) 0.6 0.52 0.75 0.75
rc (fm) 1.3 1.25 1.25 1.25
a) ref.52)
b) ref.51,53
c) ref.7b
E x= 3.95 Mc-V.j« 1/2
£  1.0
c.m.
Fig. 4.4. Differential cross sections for the reaction
4 0 Ca(d,p) 1Ca leading to the 2.47 '3“' and 3.95 MeV V '
.2 . 2v. ✓
states in
41Ca at 7 and 9 MeV deuteron bombarding energies. The solid and 
dash-dot curves are the exact FR calculations with and without the 
D-state respectively and the broken curves the ZR predictions for
the parameters of Table 4.1. The points are the data of ref. ).
Table 4.2
SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS FOR THE REACTION 40Ca(d,p)41Ca
Ed
(MeV)
Q
(MeV)
o .expt
(mb/sr)
o (FRS+D) th
(mb/sr)
ot h (2R)a )
(mb/sr)
S(FRS+D) S(ZR)a)
7 2.19 11.80 20.35 23.10 0.58 0.51
3.67 10.70 29.43 33.71 0 . 36 0.32
9 2.19 22.80 29.16 33.10 0.78 0.69
3 .67 12.50 43.72 51.00 0.29 0.25
) using D 2 1.65 x IQ4 MeV2 fm3
Ca(cl,p) Ca , Ed= 7MeV3.95MeV ,j=l/2
C.lll.
Fig. 4.5. Proton polarizations and deuteron analysing powers for
the reaction 40Ca(d ,p)41Ca (2.47 and 3.95 MeV states) at 7 MeV
bombarding energy. The solid and broken curves are the exact FR
S+D-state and ZR predictions respectively for the parameters of
3 6The points are the data of ref. ).Table 4.1.
'CaCd.p^Ca , Ep9M eVEx=3.95McV, j  = l / 2 Ex=2.47MeV, j = 3 / 2
P(0) 0
Fig. 4.6. Proton polarizations and deuteron analysing powers for 
the reaction 4 °Ca(d ,p)1 xCa (2.47 and 3.95 MeV states) at 9 MeV 
bombarding energy. The solid and broken curves are .the exact FR 
S+D-state and ZR predictions respectively for the parameters of
Table 4.1.
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Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 show the corresponding proton polariza­
tions P(0) (defined according to the Basel convention) and the 
deuteron vector and tensor analysing powers <iTxl> and <T2 at
deuteron bombarding energies of 7 and 9 MeV respectively. The
3 6data at 7 MeV are those of ref. ). For the sake of clarity the
FR S-state calculations are not shown since they are very similar
to the corresponding ZR predictions. The inclusion of the
deuteron D-state affects P(0) slightly more than it does <iT11>,
but in general the effects are small for these two quantities
hence j-dependent effects are unaltered while the corresponding
deuteron tensor analysing powers are significantly changed. Here
minimal differences exist between FR S-state and ZR and the effects
apparent in <T20>, <T2i> (which otherwise is quite small for
angles £ 70°) and to a lesser extent <T22> are due to the D-state.
Apart from variations in shape, the effects persist at 9 MeV and
calculations at 12 MeV using two different elastic scattering
5 2 7 5parameter sets for the deuteron 5 ) showed similar differences.
4.4 The I60(p,d)I50 reaction
Cross sections for the reaction 160(p,d)150 for two £ = 1
transitions leading to the g.s.(^2~) and the 6.18 MeV (%~) level
in 150 (Q = - 13.44 and - 19.62 MeV respectively) were measured by 
72Chant et al ) at a proton bombarding energy of 30 MeV and by 
Snelgrove and Kashy'^) at 21.27, 25.52, 31.82, 38.63 and 45.34 MeV.
There are two reasons why an exact FR analysis which 
includes the D-state of the deuteron is of interest. Firstly
51
both groups found that ZR calculations using elastic scattering
parameters for the deuteron optical potential give very poor fits
77to the (p,d) cross section data and also Johnson and Santos' ) on
the basis of approximate calculations expect large effects due to
the deuteron D-state in these two transitions. The ZR analysis 
72of Chant et al ) led to good descriptions of the cross-section
data using an "adjusted deuteron potential". This potential is
7 8based upon an elastic scattering parameter set ) and differs
essentially in using a much larger surface absorption. Table 4.3
gives the optical parameters used in the present calculations.
72Set B is the "adjusted deuteron potential" of ref. ) which is
used for both levels despite the 7 MeV difference between the
respective energies of the outgoing deuteron as shown in table 4.4.
7 4The proton potential is based on the formula of ref. ) extra­
polated to the elastic scattering of protons by 160. The neutron
parameters are consistent with the previous calculations but differ
7 6from those of ref. ).
Fig. 4.7(a) shows the ZR predictions and exact FR calcula­
tions with and without the D-state. The values of D§ and the
spectroscopic factors (ideally expected to be 2 for the g.s. and 4
7 6for the 6.18 MeV state ) ) are given in table 4.4. It is seen 
that the D-state has significantly affected the cross section 
shape and increased the magnitude of the first peak by ~5 and ~23 
percent for the J = and 3-2 levels, respectively. While these 
adjusted deuteron parameters reproduce the shapes of the cross 
sections satisfactorily the corresponding spectroscopic factors
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1 6 0(p,d)150 leading to the g.s. and 6.18 MeV level in
1 50 at 2 5.52 , 30 and 31.82 MeV proton bombarding energies. The
solid and dash-dot curves are the exact FR calculations with and
without the D-state respectively and the broken curves the ZR
predictions for the parameters of Table 4.3 (see also Table 4.4).
In (b) the FR S+D and ZR calculations with a lower radial cut-off
at 3 fm (R = 3  fm) are normalized to the data at the first peak co
and the corresponding calculations without a cut-off (Rco = 0)
show the relative difference in magnitude at the first peak. The
72 .76data are those of ref. ).
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Fig. 4.8. Proton analysing powers and deuteron polarizations for 
the reaction lb0(p,d)i50 (g.s. and 6.18 MeV level) at 30 MeV 
bombarding energy. The solid and broken curves are the exact FR 
S+D-state and ZR predictions respectively for the parameters of 
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Fig. 4.9. Proton analysing powers and deuteron polarizations for 
the reaction 160(p,d)150 (g.s. and 6.18 MeV level) at 25.52 and 
31.82 MeV bombarding energies. The solid and broken curves are 
the exact FR S+D-state and'ZR predictions respectively for the 
parameters of Table 4.3 (see also Table 4.4) and a lower radial
cut-off at 3 fm.
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are inadequate. The spectroscopic factors depend on the choice
5 7of the neutron form factor ). In the ZR calculation for the
J = 3^2 level for example, a 4 percent reduction of the neutron
real well radius produced a decrease of ~12 percent in the
5 0magnitude of the first peak and vice-versa ). Fig. 4.8 shows
the corresponding proton analysing powers P(0) and deuteron vector
polarizations <iTxl> and tensor polarizations c T ^ • The FR S-
state calculations which are not shown, differ significantly from
the corresponding ZR predictions for P(0) and <iTlx> but for the
<T2 j<.> the two calculations are similar and practically identical
at forward angles. Thus the large effects on the <T2 for both
j—values in the region 0 to 60° are due to the inclusion of the
deuteron D-state in the exact FR treatment. The data for the
7 2analysing powers P(0) are from ref. ) and the improvement in fit 
over that analysis even in ZR can only be due to the use of 
different proton parameters. Recent work on deuteron elastic
7 q c Qscattering by 160 (ref. ) ) and 24Mg (ref. ) ) has shown that
improved fits to the deuteron tensor polarizations are obtained at
2 5 3forward angles when a small T^ tensor term 5 ) with a preferred
6 9form factor of the Woods-Saxon derivative type ) is included in
the deuteron-nucleus optical potential. The present FR S+D-state
calculations were repeated with a small TD tensor included withR
c q 7 qM = - 0.5 MeV, r^ = 2.5 fm and a^ = 2.5 fm 5 ). Significant
effects were found for the deuteron tensor polarizations where the 
D-state effects were slightly enhanced.
7 6In their ZR analysis Snelgrove and Kashy ) in an attempt
to extract reasonable spectroscopic factors while using elastic 
scattering OM parameters were led to the use of a lower radial
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cut-off at 3 fm. In the present work similar ZR and FR calcula­
tions are reported for the g.s. J = level at proton bombarding 
energies of 25.52 and 31.82 MeV and the 6.18 MeV, J - H  level at 
31.82 MeV. Table 4.4 gives the outgoing deuteron energies 
corresponding to the proton bombarding energies for each level and 
indicates which deuteron parameter set of table 4.3 was used in 
the respective calculations. Parameter set A is the result of an 
analysis of deuteron elastic scattering by 8 *160 at 11.8 MeV bombard-
o ning energy ). Parameter set C at 19 MeV was derived from
7 0  O 1analyses at 16.3 MeV (ref. ) ), 34.4 MeV (ref. ) ) and 52 MeV 
8 2(ref. ) ) and is similar to that used by Snelgrove and Kashy.
The elastic scattering analyses indicated that a spin-orbit term
in the potential was necessary although its strength is poorly 
8 0 8 2determined 5 ). Thus in view of the similarity of the imaginary
potentials, parameter sets A and C differ essentially in the real
part of the deuteron potential. Analyses of proton elastic
scattering by 160 in the region of 30 MeV have consistently given
7 0 8 3 — 8 5poor fits to the data at backward angles 5 ). The most
8 6recent and detailed analysis by van Oers and Cameron ) encountered
the same difficulties which were traced to the presence of several
8 7wide resonances ) in the energy range 20-30 MeV. In the ZR 30
MeV calculations (see fig. 4.8) the extrapolation of the "optimum
74proton-nucleus standard OM parameters" formula of ref. ) to
proton scattering by 160 gave an improved theoretical fit to the
. 72proton analysing powers P(0) compared with an analysis ) which
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used the elastic scattering parameters of Barrett et al ). This
extrapolation was used in the present calculations and the result-
7 6ing parameters which do not differ greatly from those of ref. )
are given in table 4.3. Fig. 4.7(b) shows the ZR, FR S-state and
FR S+D-state calculations using a lower radial cut-off at 3 fm
(R =3 fm) for the J = 3"2 level at 25.52 and 31.82 MeV and the co
J = H  level at 31.82 MeV. These calculations were normalized by
the procedure described in section 4.3 and the corresponding
results with R = 0  are included to show the relative difference co
in magnitude at the first peak. This shows clearly that for the 
J = 3^2 level at the two energies, the magnitude of the first peak 
is increased to a much greater extent by introducing a 3 fm cut­
off in the ZR calculation than it is in the FR S+D-state treatment. 
For the J = %  level in ZR a 3 fm cut-off has only a very small 
effect on the magnitude of the first peak while in the corres­
ponding FR S+D-state calculation it leads to a significant
reduction. When both R = 3 fm calculations are normalized atco
the first peak the FR S+D-state curve no longer lies below the 
corresponding ZR result at large angles. Table 4.4 summarizes 
the values of Do and the spectroscopic factors for these calcula­
tions. Introduction of a cut-off in the FR S+D-state calculation 
gives a good description of the shape and relative magnitudes of 
the first and second peak for the J - l^2 level at both energies 
with some improvement for the J = ^  level but the fits at back­
ward angles are unsatisfactory. The effects of the deuteron 
D-state on the cross sections still persist despite the use of a 
cut-off, particularly the 28 percent increase in magnitude of the
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first peak for the J = 2<> level. Fig. 4.9 shows the proton 
analysing powers P(0), deuteron vector polarizations <iTii> and 
tensor polarizations cT,^^ for ZR and FR S + D-state calculations 
with a lower radial cut-off at 3 fm. For P(0) and <iT!!> the
differences between the FR S-state and the ZR calculations are now 
quite significant (as are the effects of the D-state particularly 
at forward angles). In the case of <T2i> (and in general <T2o> 
and < T 2 2 > at forward angles) the ZR and FR S-state calculations 
are very similar. Therefore the large differences between the 
FR S+D-state and ZR calculations are due mainly to the deuteron 
D-state and not the FR interaction.
4.5 Conclusions
For the two & = 1 transitions studied in the reaction 
52Cr(d,p)53Cr the shapes (and hence the j-dependent effects) of 
the angular distributions and vector analysing powers were 
insignificantly altered by including the D-state of the deuteron 
in an exact FR DWBA calculation. However, the corresponding 
tensor analysing powers, especially <T2o> and <T2i> (which is very 
small at forward angles in ZR) were considerably changed. The ZR 
constant Do was found to be 1.42 and 1.46 x 104 MeV2 fm3, 
respectively, for the transitions to the ground (H~) and 0.57 
MeV ( H _) states.
The inclusion in the D-state FR calculations of a small 
T^ tensor term in the deuteron optical potential caused signifi­
cant changes in the tensor analysing powers <T2o> and <T2i> but
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left the corresponding angular distributions, vector analysing 
powers and tensor analysing powers <T22> largely unaffected.
Calculations in the exact FR treatment for two £ = 1 trans­
itions in the reaction 4 0 Ca(d ,p)4 1 Ca leading to the 2.47 ( H -) and 
3.95 MeV ( \*2“) levels at 7 to 12 MeV deuteron bombarding energy 
showed (similar to the results of the previous cases) that j- 
dependent effects in the cross section, proton polarization and 
deuteron vector analysing power were negligibly altered by the 
inclusion of the deuteron D-state. Elastic scattering OM para­
meters led to good fits to the data for the (d,p) cross sections 
and corresponding deuteron vector analysing powers. The FR S+D- 
predictions indicated that the FR correction factor is 
~1.44 x IQ4 MeV2 fm3, in agreement with the result for 52Cr(d,p). 
The deuteron tensor analysing powers <T20>, <T2i> (which is van­
ishingly small at forward angles in ZR) and to a lesser extent 
<T22> for both j—values showed significant differences due to the 
inclusion of the deuteron D-state. There was no obvious trend 
of the D-state effect either as a function of energy or OM para­
meters in any of these quantities.
Exact FR calculations using adjusted deuteron parameters 
for two £ = 1 transitions in the reaction 160(p,d)150 leading to 
the g.s. ( ~) and the 6.18 MeV (H “) level at an incident proton
energy of 30 MeV show that the cross sections are significantly 
modified by the inclusion of the deuteron D-state. Consistent 
with the result for 40Ca(d,p) and 52Cr(d,p) the FR S+D-state
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calculations lie below the ZR predictions at large angles. The
deuteron vector polarizations and proton analysing powers were
also significantly altered, while the corresponding deuteron
tensor polarizations <T2o> and <T2i> (and to a lesser extent
<T22 >) showed very large effects at forward angles. Calculations
with a small TD tensor term in the deuteron-nucleus optical K
I
potential produced small, effects by comparison with those due to
the D-state. For the same transitions at E = 25.52 and 31.82P
MeV the FR S+D-state calculations using elastic scattering 
deuteron parameters with an artificial lower radial cut-off at 
3 fm gave reasonable spectroscopic factors and satisfactory fits 
to the cross section data only at forward angles. The introduc­
tion of a cut-off did not reduce the effects due to the inclusion 
of the deuteron D-state.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Discussion
Deuteron elastic scattering is essentially dependent upon
7 8 8 8the asymptotic form of the distorted waves 5 ). Thus the OM
parameters determined from an elastic scattering analysis are 
those which optimize the wave functions in this region. For the 
corresponding reaction, the calculation of the transition matrix 
amplitudes involves integration over these deuteron wave functions 
for all values of the radial coordinate. The calculations in 
chapter 4 using a lower radial cut-off at 3 fm in this integration 
indicated that there was a significant contribution from the 
nuclear interior. Thus the determination of the exact form of 
the deuteron radial wave functions in the nuclear interior and 
surface region is of importance. It is not clear that the OM 
produces the correct functional form of the deuteron distorted 
waves in the region of the nuclear surface, even while it does so 
asymptotically. The OM does not account for the strong distor­
tion and probable break-up that the deuteron experiences in the 
nuclear' surface region and furthermore, it is unlikely that the 
deuteron retains its identity in the interior of the nucleus. 
Consequently the exact form of the deuteron wave function in the 
nuclear interior is not clear. Thus it is to be expected that 
different parameters (see chapter 2) may be required to describe 
elastic scattering and reaction data. This was the result of a
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6 5quantitative study by Baz1 et al ) who concluded that "the 
optical model and the method of distorted waves are just heuristic 
methods, where the optical potential parameters [for the deuteron] 
have no great physical significance". The use of different para­
meters may be interpreted as compensating in part, for the 
inadequacies of the models used. However, it is interesting to 
note that the elastic parameters discussed in chapter 2 were the 
result of an analysis of elastic cross-section data only, while 
those used in chapter 4 for the 40Ca(d,p)41Ca reaction at 7 MeV
(see fig. 4.4) resulted from an extensive elastic scattering 
52analysis ) which included vector polarization data as well, and 
also comparison with tensor polarizations. Such a comprehensive 
elastic scattering analysis may possibly do more to specify the 
details of the OM potential.
An alternative approach to using the deuteron centre-of-
8 9mass - nucleus optical potential ) is to treat separately the
nucleon-nucleus potentials of the two nucleons in the deuteron
9 0without actually solving (as is done by Shanely and Aaron ) for
5 9 91example) a three body problem. Johnson et al" 5 ) used deuteron
distorted waves generated by an "adiabatic potential" which was 
determined from the effective two body potentials of the nucleon- 
target interactions. These interactions were taken to be optical 
potentials evaluated at half the incident deuteron energy. 
Consideration of channels involving 3S states of the neutron- 
proton system and the ground state of the target nucleus led to a 
straightforward modification of the usual DW method. The
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distorted waves obtained in this manner contained contributions
due to deuteron break-up in the region of the nuclear field. The
91results of ref. ) indicated that such distorted waves may have a
more satisfactory functional form in the nuclear surface region
than do the conventional OM wave functions of the DWBA. In this
adiabatic treatment however, it was found that while the ambiguity
associated with the deuteron OM potential was eliminated, the
final results were dependent on the choice of nucleon optical
potentials and this dependence in turn was related to the strong
92L-space localization ) inherent in this theory.
Some recent studies by various workers^ indicated
that the use of single particle form factors for the transferred 
neutron in deuteron or proton induced reactions may not be 
adequate. This assumption and the lack of a proper treatment of 
inelastic effects may be a partial explanation of the difficulties 
encountered for the two transitions studied in chapter 4 for 
160(p,d)150.
Summary
In conclusion a brief summary is made of some of the main 
points of the thesis.
Using the DWBA theory and the OM, satisfactory agreement 
with experiment can be obtained in the description of j-dependent 
features of the cross section and deuteron vector analysing power 
for £ = 1 transitions in 50,52Cr(d,p) and 40Ca(d,p) reactions.
In some cases a variation in parameters away from the elastic
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STC
scattering results was necessary to achieve this agreement )• For
these reactions the introduction of a FR interaction led to only
slight modifications of the cross section shape and deuteron vector
and tensor analysing powers, while the inclusion of the deuteron
D-state in the FR calculation caused significant changes in the
deuteron tensor analysing powers. Comparison of cross sections
for ZR and FR calculations gave a value of -1.44 x 104 MeV2 fm3
for Do, the FR correction factor. This value is smaller than has
21 .been usually assumed ). A study of two possible tensor inter­
actions in the deuteron-nucleus OM potential indicated a prefer­
ence for the T- potential. This tensor potential led to 
significant modifications of the deuteron tensor analysing powers, 
but these modifications were generally less than those due to the 
inclusion of the deuteron D-state. Within the limitations of the 
OM and DWBA, large effects due to the deuteron D-state were 
predicted (particularly for the tensor polarizations) for the two 
A = 1  transitions studied in the 160(p,d)150 reaction. The 
calculations with a lower radial cut-off (see fig. 4.7(b) ) 
confirmed that in the FR treatment, contributions from the nuclear 
interior, while still important, are of less significance than 
they are in ZR.
) Calculations performed by Dr. B.A. Robson (unpublished) have 
shown that the description of elastic scattering cross section 
and polarization data for 40Ca(d,d) is practically insensitive 
to the magnitude of the deuteron spin-orbit radius in the range 
0.78-1.10fm. These two extreme values for the deuteron spin-orbit 
radius were used in calculations for l-l transitions in the 
reaction 40Ca(d,p)41Ca and the results indicated that, while the 
j-dependence of the cross sections was evident in both cases, 
the smaller radius is preferable.
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APPENDIX
a) The Jacobian for a transformation of variables of integra­
tion from r and r ’ to r_1 and r2 where
arj + br2
and i , ?a'r, + b 'r ,
is given by (ab* - a ’b)3 since
J
and J
3x 3x
Sx ! 3x 2
ax * a x '
3x i 3x 2
J • JX y
a b ’ - a 'b , etc
In this case (for the vector diagram of fig. A.l )
r = r -pR -pR
-nT E---  p + r-d -dTm + m P n
(A.l) 
(A.2)
and r , = r „—d —pR M m  + mT n
-nT (A.3)
substituting eqn. (A.3) into eqn. (A.2) gives
-nT
m r - 1 * ml  - P ■T . P .
m + m M + m m +m
.. L p T nj * L P n J
r + r -pR -dT (A.4)
from eqn. (A.l): a = 1
b = 0
pFig. A .1 Coordinate vectors for the reaction T(d,p)R
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from eqn. (A.4): a ’ =
b' =
m
P . .
_ l rH
1______
m  + m  L p nJ M  + m  L T n- .
r
1 -
mP ‘ m t
'
m +m M + mL P n- L T nJ
b) It is possible to write r^T and r^ as linear combinations
of £pR and rd T :
-nT Sl -pR + * 1 -dT
32 — pR + ^ 2 —dT
then from eqn. (A.4)
Sl
m (Mm+rn ) p T n
m ( M + m  +m ) n T p n
(m +m )(M + m  ) p n T n
m (M^+m +m ) n T p n
Substituting eqn. (A.5) into eqn. (A.3) gives
= t
Mm (m +m )T n p
m ( M + m  +m ) n T n p
(A. 5) 
(A.6)
In the calculations it is assumed that
m + m =P n d
Mf + mn = M„R
whence
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s i
m Md 
P__ R
m ( M + m , )  n T d
S  2
md mr
m ( M+ m ) n T d
MT md
m (M^+m ,) n T d
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